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800-825-6758
VP 952-388-2152 (FOR DEAF)

Live better,
no matter how you hear.
 Guaranteed Lowest prices. Free Shipping. Free Returns. Guaranteed lowest prices.We guarantee the lowest price on every single item we sell, every hour of every day. In the rare chance you find a lower price somewhere else, let us know and we’ll make it right.

Free shippingFree & fast ground shipping on ALL orders to the 48 contiguous United States. Extra shipping charges apply for orders to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Canada. View our full shipping policies here.

Free returns.Free returns within 30 days for all customers in the 48 contiguous United States. We’ll even cover the return shipping. View our full returns policy here.



Lowest prices. Free 
shipping & returns.



Live better,
no matter how you hear.
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Hearing & Amplification

Hearing Aids 
& Accessories
	OTC Hearing Aids
Affordable, high-quality over-the-counter hearing aids for people with mild to moderate hearing loss.


	Batteries
An assortment of top-quality hearing aid and cochlear implant batteries, as well as battery testers and holders.


	Dryers & Conditioners
Hearing aid dryers and dehumidifiers in an array of sizes and speeds, making it easier for you to care for your hearing aids and prolong their life.


	Cleaning Tools
Tools for ear hygiene and hearing instrument cleaning that help promote better hearing and extend device life.


	Clips & Protectors
Clips and covers that allow people with hearing aids or cochlear implants to remain active and protect their hearing devices from damage or loss.


	Neckloops & Silhouettes
Neckloops and silhouettes connect directly to t-coil-equipped hearing aids, allowing wearers to turn down environmental noise and amplify only the sound they choose.






	Personal 
Amplification
	Personal Amplifiers
Personal amplifiers help you clarify sound & speech in hard-to-hear situations, including social settings, small groups & 1-on-1 conversations. Generally easier to use, but less di...


	TV Listening Systems
TV listening systems amplify sound for one individual, allowing them to watch television with family or friends at a comfortable volume.


	FM & Digital Systems
Personal FM/digital systems amplify sound over distance and deliver it to an easy-to-wear receiver. Great for use in noisy environments and/or larger rooms, such as classrooms or r...


	Loop Systems
Loop systems allow the user to amplify specific sounds in a noisy environment. A wire goes around the desired listening area and transmits sound directly to their t-coil equipped h...


	Amplified Stethoscopes
Amplified stethoscopes with visual display and specialized headphones allow medical professionals with hearing loss to deliver excellent care.






	Large Area / 
Professional
	Stationary Systems
Meet ADA compliance to make public spaces accessible to the hard of hearing with a stationary system that amplifies a speakers' voice or audio program through personal listening  d...


	Portable / Tour Guide Systems
Meet ADA compliance to make public spaces accessible to the hearing impaired with a portable system that amplifies and delivers group tour information through personal listening de...






	Hearing 
Care
	Ear Care
Taking care of your ears in a safe, medically-approved way can help preserve your hearing.


	Hearing Protection
Protect your hearing today from noise damage, the most common and preventable cause of hearing loss.


	Tinnitus Maskers & Sound Therapy
Sound therapy and white noise machines can help the millions with tinnitus to sleep more soundly and feel relief.








	Phones	back
Phones

Mobile / 
Smartphone
	Amplification
Mobile phone amplifiers supply hard of hearing users with a hearing aid-compatible device that increases the volume of both ringer and voice calls.


	Alerts & Notifications
Mobile phone notification technology alerts you with flashing lights/vibration whenever a call or text comes in.


	Other
Additional mobile/smartphone accessories designed with deaf & hard of hearing people in mind.






	Home / 
Landline
	Amplified Phones
The superior sound quality, tone control and additional volume of our telephones makes it easier for people with hearing loss to make and receive calls.


	Captioned Phones
Captioned telephones display a large, built-in screen with captions of everything the caller says, in addition to amplified sound.


	Emergency Response (PERS)
Our emergency response systems call 911 and/or family members at the touch of a button, but without the monthly fee charged by other alerts.


	Ring Signalers
Ring signalers ampify the ring itself and add flashing lights, so you never miss a call.


	Portable Amplifiers
Portable amplifiers allow you to modify phones in public spaces, such as hotels, making them easier to hear.


	Answering Machines
Answering machines that allow you to control volume, tone and speed of messages during playback, so you don't miss a word.






	Other
	Office Phone Solutions
Technology that retrofits a multi-line office phone so it amplifies voices and makes calls easier to hear.


	TTYs
TTYs, also known as TDDs, are an older but still effective technology that helps deaf and profoundly hard of hearing users communicate via text over landline phone service.
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Clocks & Alerts

Vibrating Clocks 
& Watches
	Alarm Clocks
Alarm clocks that vibrate, flash and strobe will wake even deaf users on time. Our travel clocks are portable and powerful, so you have options even when you're away from home.


	Watches & Timers
Vibrating watches can act as alerts, alarms, timers, or secondary technology that connect to cell phones and alert you to messages or calls.






	Shop by 
Alert Trigger
	Baby Cry
Baby monitors use wireless transmission and flashing lights or vibration to let you know when your child is crying. 


	Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide (CO) detectors for people who are deaf or hard of hearing use audible, visual and vibration alerting. Alerts you when gas levels are dangerous. 


	Doorbell / door knock
These signalers alert deaf and hard of hearing people to the doorbell or someone knocking at the door. May use flashing strobe, loud sound or vibration.


	Mobile / Smartphone
Smartphone signalers use lights and/or vibration to alert deaf and hard of hearing people to calls, voice mails or text messages.


	Motion
Motion signalers let you know when movement is detected in a specific area. Great for knowing when somebody arrives home or enters a certain area. 


	Pager / SOS
Paging signalers allow you to get the attention of somebody else, even if they have a hearing loss, through vibration, flashing lights, and/or audible sound.


	Phone / VP
These signalers notify the deaf and hard of hearing to landline and/or videophone calls. Options include flashing strobe lights, loud sound or vibration alerts.


	Smoke / Fire
Our smoke alarms alert deaf and hard of hearing to fire hazards using flashing strobes, vibrating bed shakers and/or loud audible alarms.


	Sound
Sound signalers alert you to noise in another part of the home or building. Methods range from lights to vibration or audible sounds and can be transmitted to another room.


	Severe Weather
Our severe weather devices connect to NOAA Weather Radios and help warn you of severe weather in your area by flashing lights, vibrating, and/or extra loud sound.






	Shop by 
Alerting System
	Bellman & Symfon Visit
A premium system that is modern, clean, stylish & backed by a 2yr warranty. Plug & play (no pairing required). Complete suite of household alerts, with the exceptions of CO, sound ...


	Clarity Alertmaster
Affordable plug & play systems — no pairing required. Flashing feature that works with household lamps. Alerts for baby cry, doorbell and phone/videophone only.


	Krown KA300
An affordable system that can alert you to telephone / VP or severe weather through your choice of flashing lights or bed shakers.


	Krown KA1000
An affordable system that can alert you to the doorbell / door knocks, baby crying, or telephone / VP through your choice of flashing light or vibrating pager.


	Krown LookOut
Affordable, easy-to-use system that can alert you to the alarm clock, phone/VP, or doorbell. Plug & play (no pairing required)


	Nopadol
Simple, budget-friendly and extremely portable. Alerts for doorbell and videophone.


	Safeguard Supply ERA
Affordable & easy-to-use, with extra long range of 4,000 ft. Great for large homes & business or warehouse settings!


	Serene CentralAlert
Comprehensive suite of products for all household alerts. Transmitters and receivers require pairing but are portable — can operate from A/C outlets or batteries.


	Silent Call Medallion
Comprehensive alerting system. Premium quality backed by a five-year warranty and manufactured entirely in the USA.


	Silent Call Signature
	Sonic Alert HomeAware
The most comprehensive alerting system. Extensive range & unique features such as "broken connection" indicators. Even has a smartphone app that can alert you on your phone!


	Sonic Alert Traditional
Simple, reliable, budget-friendly with five-year warranty. Plug & play (no pairing required) but components must be plugged into an A/C outlet at all times.


	SquareGlow
Budget-friendly, battery-operated and portable. Up to seven color options for alerts. System for doorbell, phone and videophone only.
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Books & Media

American Sign 
Language
	Baby Sign Language
ASL is especially valuable for infants and young children. Studies show babies who learn sign language can have higher IQ, accelerated speech and emotional development and increase...


	ASL at Home
Products to help families learn how to sign at home; particularly useful for parents of deaf children and CODAs (children of Deaf adults), but great for anyone who wants to learn.


	ASL School Curriculums
ASL is 4th most common "foreign" language taken by students. Our materials help students learn and maintain their sign language skills.


	ASL Interpreter Resources
Interpreters and other ASL professionals need to brush up on changes and maintain their skills through CEUs. We can help.


	ASL Dictionaries
Quick & easy reference tools for people who just need to occasionally look up how to sign something.






	Deaf Culture & 
Entertainment
	Deaf Culture & History
Learn more about the difference between the words Deaf and deaf (hint: it's cultural), milestones like "Deaf President Now", and why many do not view deafness as a "disability"


	Deaf Entertainment / Stories
Stories that appeal to the unique experience of being Deaf in a predominantly hearing world. Heroic tales of deaf superheros that show deaf people can do anything.


	Gifts & Novelties
Show off your pride of sign language & Deaf culture






	Hearing Loss
	Hearing Loss






	More	back
More

	Hotel ADA Kits
The ADA requires that all public accommodations (including hotels & motels) provide auxiliary aids & services for persons who are Deaf or hard of hearing. We provide reliable, pre-...


	Memory / Senior Care
Help seniors with dementia or Alzheimer's stay calm and remember to take their medications on time. 


	Electronic Larynx
These assistive devices can help people who have lost their voice box (e.g. due to surgery) produce more clear speech.


	Outgoing Speech Amplification  
If your problem is being heard, there's an answer. These products help people with weak voices amplify their speech so they can be heard more easily, whether in conversation or spe...


	Low Vision
From digital clocks to talking telephones, vibrating tactile pagers to big display Caller ID devices, find products to help individuals with low or diminished vision abilities.


	
	Clear Face Masks
Clear, transparent window face masks that allow others to read your lips, making it easier to communicate with deaf & hard of hearing people.


	Live Transcription
Live transcription & real-time caption devices for deaf & hard of hearing help enhance accessibility in educational, work & personal settings.
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Deaf/ASL

American Sign 
Language
	Baby Sign Language
ASL is especially valuable for infants and young children. Studies show babies who learn sign language can have higher IQ, accelerated speech and emotional development and increase...


	ASL at Home
Products to help families learn how to sign at home; particularly useful for parents of deaf children and CODAs (children of Deaf adults), but great for anyone who wants to learn.


	ASL School Curriculums
ASL is 4th most common "foreign" language taken by students. Our materials help students learn and maintain their sign language skills.


	ASL Interpreter Resources
Interpreters and other ASL professionals need to brush up on changes and maintain their skills through CEUs. We can help.


	ASL Dictionaries
Quick & easy reference tools for people who just need to occasionally look up how to sign something.





Phones
	Mobile / Smartphone Accessories
Smartphone signalers use lights and/or vibration to alert deaf and hard of hearing people to calls, voice mails or text messages.


	TTYs
TTYs, also known as TDDs, are an older but still effective technology that helps deaf and profoundly hard of hearing users communicate via text over landline phone service.






	Deaf Culture & 
Entertainment
	Deaf Culture & History
Learn more about the difference between the words Deaf and deaf (hint: it's cultural), milestones like "Deaf President Now", and why many do not view deafness as a "disability"


	Deaf Entertainment / Stories
Stories that appeal to the unique experience of being Deaf in a predominantly hearing world. Heroic tales of deaf superheros that show deaf people can do anything.


	Gifts & Novelties
Show off your pride of sign language & Deaf culture





Vibrating Clocks 
/ Watches
	Alarm Clocks
Alarm clocks that vibrate, flash and strobe will wake even deaf users on time. Our travel clocks are portable and powerful, so you have options even when you're away from home.


	Watches & Timers
Vibrating watches can act as alerts, alarms, timers, or secondary technology that connect to cell phones and alert you to messages or calls.






	Shop by 
 Alert Trigger
	Baby Cry
Baby monitors use wireless transmission and flashing lights or vibration to let you know when your child is crying. 


	Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide (CO) detectors for people who are deaf or hard of hearing use audible, visual and vibration alerting. Alerts you when gas levels are dangerous. 


	Doorbell / door knock
These signalers alert deaf and hard of hearing people to the doorbell or someone knocking at the door. May use flashing strobe, loud sound or vibration.


	Mobile / Smartphone
Smartphone signalers use lights and/or vibration to alert deaf and hard of hearing people to calls, voice mails or text messages.


	Motion
Motion signalers let you know when movement is detected in a specific area. Great for knowing when somebody arrives home or enters a certain area. 


	Pager / SOS
Paging signalers allow you to get the attention of somebody else, even if they have a hearing loss, through vibration, flashing lights, and/or audible sound.


	Phone / VP
These signalers notify the deaf and hard of hearing to landline and/or videophone calls. Options include flashing strobe lights, loud sound or vibration alerts.


	Smoke / Fire
Our smoke alarms alert deaf and hard of hearing to fire hazards using flashing strobes, vibrating bed shakers and/or loud audible alarms.


	Sound
Sound signalers alert you to noise in another part of the home or building. Methods range from lights to vibration or audible sounds and can be transmitted to another room.


	Severe Weather
Our severe weather devices connect to NOAA Weather Radios and help warn you of severe weather in your area by flashing lights, vibrating, and/or extra loud sound.






	Shop by 
Alerting System
	Bellman & Symfon Visit
A premium system that is modern, clean, stylish & backed by a 2yr warranty. Plug & play (no pairing required). Complete suite of household alerts, with the exceptions of CO, sound ...


	Clarity Alertmaster
Affordable plug & play systems — no pairing required. Flashing feature that works with household lamps. Alerts for baby cry, doorbell and phone/videophone only.


	Krown KA300
An affordable system that can alert you to telephone / VP or severe weather through your choice of flashing lights or bed shakers.


	Krown KA1000
An affordable system that can alert you to the doorbell / door knocks, baby crying, or telephone / VP through your choice of flashing light or vibrating pager.


	Krown LookOut
Affordable, easy-to-use system that can alert you to the alarm clock, phone/VP, or doorbell. Plug & play (no pairing required)


	Nopadol
Simple, budget-friendly and extremely portable. Alerts for doorbell and videophone.


	Safeguard Supply ERA
Affordable & easy-to-use, with extra long range of 4,000 ft. Great for large homes & business or warehouse settings!


	Serene CentralAlert
Comprehensive suite of products for all household alerts. Transmitters and receivers require pairing but are portable — can operate from A/C outlets or batteries.


	Silent Call Medallion
Comprehensive alerting system. Premium quality backed by a five-year warranty and manufactured entirely in the USA.


	Silent Call Signature
	Sonic Alert HomeAware
The most comprehensive alerting system. Extensive range & unique features such as "broken connection" indicators. Even has a smartphone app that can alert you on your phone!


	Sonic Alert Traditional
Simple, reliable, budget-friendly with five-year warranty. Plug & play (no pairing required) but components must be plugged into an A/C outlet at all times.


	SquareGlow
Budget-friendly, battery-operated and portable. Up to seven color options for alerts. System for doorbell, phone and videophone only.
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Get the latest Diglo news & info
sign up



Diglo, formerly Harris Communications, is the company that promises to help you live better, no matter how you hear. Read more
	Diglo Blog
	About Us
	Donations
	Shop by brand


	Customer Service
	Shipping & Returns
	Privacy Policy


	Print Catalogs
	Prospective Dealers
	Government Buyers



15155 Technology Dr, Eden Prairie MN 55344 (map)
Voice: (800) 825-6758
SMS Text: (952) 300-9248
Fax: (952) 906-1099
VP: (952) 388-2152
Contact Us
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